What if you could take dreams, visions, and ideas and portray them graphically, to show how they are related?

What would they look like?

Breakthrough Solutions Solutions Partner Ken Hubbell, of Ken Hubbell and Associates, has done just that. Thanks to Ken for his terrific art and facilitation at the conference.
Broadband Opportunities

2 Big Transformations

From Electricity to Internet

CHANGING THE WAY PEOPLE THINK

Connect AR

Conduct 17 County Surveys

Demonstrate Relevant Apps

Bringing Technology to Entire State

3 Gen Maps of Internet Providers

Unaffordable (267)

Not needed (25)

Unavailable (37%)

County-Level Strategic Plans

Web Site with Interactive Search by County

The Single Most Critical Intervention in State’s History

Foster Gov't Summits - Youth Compete

Mobile Tech Labs - Generator for Kids

Federal Recovery Grants

Web Repair Action

Compared to 4% NAIL!